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ABSTRACT 

Epithelial tissues covering the external and internal 
surface of a body are constantly under physical, 
chemical or biological assaults. To protect the epithelial 
tissues and maintain their homeostasis, multiple layers 
of immune defense mechanisms are required. Besides 
the epithelial tissue-resident immune cells that provide 
the first line of defense, circulating immune cells are 
also recruited into the local tissues in response to 
challenges. Chemokines and chemokine receptors 
regulate tissue-specific migration, maintenance and 
functions of immune cells. Among them, chemokine 
receptor CCR10 and its ligands chemokines CCL27 and 
CCL28 are uniquely involved in the epithelial immunity. 
CCL27 is expressed predominantly in the skin by 
keratinocytes while CCL28 is expressed by epithelial 
cells of various mucosal tissues. CCR10 is expressed 
by various subsets of innate-like T cells that are pro-
grammed to localize to the skin during their develop-
mental processes in the thymus. Circulating T cells 
might be imprinted by skin-associated anti-
gen-presenting cells to express CCR10 for their re-
cruitment to the skin during the local immune response. 
On the other hand, IgA antibody-producing B cells 
generated in mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues ex-
press CCR10 for their migration and maintenance at 
mucosal sites. Increasing evidence also found that 
CCR10/ligands are involved in regulation of other im-
mune cells in epithelial immunity and are frequently 
exploited by epithelium-localizing or -originated cancer 
cells for their survival, proliferation and evasion from 
immune surveillance. Herein, we review current 
knowledge on roles of CCR10/ligands in regulation of 
epithelial immunity and diseases and speculate on re-

lated important questions worth further investigation. 
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eases 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Chemokine receptors are a group of membrane proteins of 
about 350 amino acids in size and belong to the 
seven-transmembrane, G protein-coupled protein super-
family. Nineteen chemokine receptors have been identified in 
mammals up to date (Charo and Ransohoff, 2006). Based on 
types of chemokines (a group of secreted proteins with ap-
proximately 80 amino acids in length) they bind to, 
chemokine receptors could be divided into four subfamilies. 
The CC chemokine receptors consist of ten members 
(CCR1–10) that are receptors for ligands of the CC 
chemokine subfamily (containing at least 27 members, 
CCL1–28). Seven members of the CXC chemokine receptor 
subfamily (CXCR1–7) are receptors for 17 CXC chemokines 
(CXCL1–17). The only member of the CX3C chemokine re-
ceptor subfamily, CX3CR1, is the receptor for CX3C 
chemokine ligand 1 (CX3CL1) and the XC chemokine re-
ceptor XCR1 is the receptor for the XC chemokine ligands 1 
and 2 (XCL1 and XCL2). Chemokine receptors and ligands 
are expressed by diverse types of cells and play critical roles 
in embryogenesis, tissue repair and immune responses. 
Chemokine receptors expressed on cells direct their migra-
tion along guidance cues provided by their respective ligands, 
a process called chemotaxis. The chemokine recep-
tor-transduced signals are also involved in cellular survival, 
proliferation, activation and other functions. 

CCR10 is the last member of the CC chemokine receptor 
subfamily. The gene coding for CCR10 was first reported in 
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1994 under the name GPR2 (G-protein coupled receptor 2) 
that shows high homology to known chemokine receptors 
(Marchese et al., 1994). However, GPR2 as a chemokine 
receptor was not established until it was found as a receptor 
for CCL27 (also called ESkine, ALP, ILC or CTACK), a 
chemokine expressed predominantly in the skin (Morales et 
al., 1999; Homey et al., 2000; Jarmin et al., 2000). As a result, 
the name GPR2 was replaced with CCR10. Soon after, 
CCL28 (also called MEC, CCK1 or SCYA28), a chemokine 
predominantly expressed in mucosal sites, was identified as 
another ligand for CCR10 (Pan et al., 2000; Wang et al., 
2000). CCL28 shares higher homology to CCL27 than to any 
other chemokine. 

In this article, we review roles of CCR10 and its ligands 
CCL27 and CCL28 in regulation of development and func-
tions of various immune cells in epithelial tissues, particularly 
the skin and intestine. In addition, we also review involvement 
of CCR10/ligands in growth and metastasis of tumors, which 
could alter the expression of CCR10 and its ligands to evade 
the immune surveillance and promote their proliferation and 
survival. 

EXPRESSION PROFILES OF CCR10 AND ITS 
LIGANDS SUGGEST THEIR ROLES  
PREDOMINANTLY IN REGULATION OF IMMUNE  
RESPONSES IN EPITHELIAL TISSUES 

CCL27 and CCL28 have relatively restricted expression pat-
terns in normal physiological conditions. While transcripts of 
CCL27 are found in multiple tissues, it is predominantly ex-
pressed in the skin by keratinocytes (Morales et al., 1999; 
Homey et al., 2000). On the other hand, CCL28 is highly 
expressed by epithelial cells of mucosal tissues, such as 
intestines, reproductive tracts, lungs, stomach, lactating 
mammary glands and salivary glands (Pan et al., 2000; Wang 
et al., 2000; Hieshima et al., 2003). 

Based on the transcript analysis, CCR10 has been re-
portedly expressed by cells of various types in the skin, in-
cluding T cells, Langerhans cells, melanocytes and dermal 
endothelial cells (Homey et al., 2000; Jarmin et al., 2000). 
The skin-homing CLA＋ (cutaneous lymphocyte-associated 
antigen) T cells of human blood, dermal microvascular en-
dothelial cells and fibroblasts reportedly expressed CCR10 
proteins on their cell surface (Homey et al., 2002). However, 
expression of CCR10 proteins on some of these cell types, 
such as Langerhans cells, has not been confirmed. In blood 
of humans, the CCR10＋ T cells account for a small per-
centage of total circulating T cells. The circulating CCR10＋ T 
cells express markers associated with memory/activation 
such as CD44. Many of them co-express migration or adhe-
sion molecules associated with the skin-homing, such as CLA, 
suggesting that the circulating CCR10＋ cells might represent 
a unique pre-activated, memory-like T cell population with 
skin-homing properties or originating in the skin (Soler et al., 

2003). Recently, several studies reported that the CCR10＋ 
CD4＋ T cells isolated from human blood are enriched with 
IL-22-producing cells (Duhen et al., 2009; Trifari et al., 2009). 
This specific IL-22-producing population is different from the 
previously described IL-17-producing CD4＋ T helper (Th17) 
cells in that the former produces IL-22 but not IL-17 while the 
Th17 cells could produce both IL-17 and IL-22. Based on this, 
the IL-22-producing CD4＋ cells are named Th22 cells. The 
Th22 cells also preferentially express CCR6 and could be 
found at high percentages in the inflammatory skin (Eyerich 
et al., 2009). 

Another major immune cell population that expresses 
CCR10 is immunoglobulin A (IgA) antibody-secreting plasma 
cells (IgA-ASC) (Kunkel et al., 2003). IgA is the most domi-
nant form of antibodies generated in mucosa tissues, such as 
the intestine, lung, reproductive tract, lactating mammary 
glands and nasal cavity (Corthésy, 2007; Mora and von An-
drian, 2008). IgA antibodies are produced by IgA-ASC local-
ized in local mucosal tissues and secreted into the lumen or 
cavity of the mucosal tissues where they play an important 
role in maintaining homeostasis of the tissues and protecting 
against pathogens and toxins (Cerutti and Rescigno, 2008). 
The majority of IgA-producing plasma cells differentiate from 
naïve B cells in mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues (MALT) 
such as the intestinal Peyer’s patches in response to the 
stimulation of antigens in the local tissues (Suzuki and Fa-
garasan, 2009). After their generation in MALT, the immature 
IgA＋ plasmablasts migrate into effector sites such as the 
intestinal lamina propria, where they further differentiate into 
mature IgA-ASC. CCR10 starts to be upregulated on the IgA＋ 
plasmablasts and remains expressed on IgA-ASC, suggest-
ing its role, through interaction with its mucosal ligand CCL28, 
in migration and maintenance of the IgA＋ cells in mucosal 
tissues (Pan et al., 2000; Kunkel et al., 2003; Lazarus et al., 
2003). The vast majority of the blood IgA+ plasma cells in 
humans express CCR10, consistent with the notion that they 
originate from mucosal responses (Mei et al., 2009). 

CCR10 is also expressed on several subsets of develop-
ing thymic T cells, particularly on those known to have a 
preference for epithelial locations, such as γδ T and NK T 
cells (Jin et al., 2010b). In mice, fetal thymic Vγ3＋γδ T cells, 
the progenitor cells for epidermis-resident skin intraepithelial 
T cells (sIELs, also called dendritic epidermal T cells or 
DETC), express CCR10 (Xiong et al., 2004). Using a strain of 
CCR10-knockout/EGFP-knockin (also called CCR10- 
knockout mice in this review for simplicity) mice in which the 
coding region of enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) 
replaces the CCR10 coding region to serve as a reporter for 
the endogenous CCR10 expression (Jin et al., 2010b), we 
confirmed that CCR10 is expressed on the posi-
tively-selected CD122＋ Vγ3＋ fetal thymic sIEL precursor 
cells. In addition, significant percentages of Vγ3－ fetal thymic 
γδ T cells and adult thymic γδ T cells also express CCR10 
(Jin et al., 2010b). However, they express other homing 
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molecules differently than the fetal thymic Vγ3＋ γδ T cells. In 
addition, 10%–20% of NK1.1＋ αβ T cells express CCR10. In 
contrast, nearly no conventional thymic CD4＋ or CD8＋ αβ T 
cells express CCR10 (Jin et al., 2010b). 

ROLES OF CCR10/LIGANDS IN REGULATION OF T 
CELL RESPONSE IN THE SKIN 

Abundant evidence shows that CCR10 and its ligands are 
involved in the skin inflammation by regulating the T cell infil-
tration and/or maintenance. In skin lesions of acute or chronic 
atopic dermatitis or psoriatic patients, expression of CCL27 
by epidermal keratinocytes was upregulated and most 
skin-infiltrating lymphocytes express CCR10 (Homey et al., 
2002). Correlating with this, increased levels of CCL27 were 
detected in sera of patients with various skin inflammatory 
diseases, including diffuse or limited cutaneous systemic 
sclerosis, atopic dermatitis, and psoriasis vulgaris ( Kakinuma 
et al., 2003; Hijnen et al., 2004; Hon et al., 2004; Hayakawa 
et al., 2005; Song et al., 2006). In an early study using Blab/c 
mouse models, the antibody neutralization of CCL27 im-
paired the T cell recruitment into the inflamed skin induced by 
the tropic treatment with the allergen DNFB (2,4-dinitro- 
1-fluorobenzene), suggesting that the CCL27/CCR10 axis 
has a pivotal role in T cell-mediated skin inflammation 
(Homey et al., 2002). However, another study found that only 
a small percentage (~10%) of skin-infiltrating T lymphocytes 
in the allergen and bacterial chancroid-induced skin lesions of 
human subjects express CCR10 while most of them express 
CCR4, suggesting that CCR10 is unlikely critical for cutane-
ous homing of most T cells (Soler et al., 2003). Supporting 
this, in an experiment in which direct migration of transferred 
CD4＋ T cells into the inflamed skin of C57BL/6 mice was 
assessed, the anti-CCL27 antibody treatment did not affect 
the recruitment of wild type CD4＋ donor T cells (Reiss et al., 
2001). In contrast, the anti-CCL27 antibody blockage re-
duced recruitment of CCR4-deficient T cells into the skin. 
Since the CCR4-deficient T cells did not have any defect in 
migration into the skin themselves, these findings indicate 
that CCL27 (likely through CCR10) and CCR4 function re-
dundantly in the T cell recruitment into the inflamed skin. 

The discrepancy in functional importance of the 
CCL27/CCR10 axis among various reports could be due to 
the different models used since the upregulation of CCL27 
and other chemokines could be regulated differently in those 
models. In fact, while the upregulation of CCL27 and CCL17, 
a ligand for CCR4, was demonstrated in allergic dermatitis 
(Homey et al., 2002; Moed et al., 2004; Kanda et al., 2005; 
Riis et al., 2011a), one recent report found a markedly de-
creased CCL27 expression in psoriatic lesions compared 
with non-lesional psoriatic skin and there was only a minor 
CCL17 mRNA increase in lesional psoriatic skin (Riis et al., 
2011a). In addition, the expression of CCR4 was found on 
CCR10＋ lymphocytes in atopic dermatitis skin but not in 

psoriasis skin (Vestergaard et al., 2003). Therefore, there 
might be differential involvement of CCR10 and other 
chemokine receptors in different skin inflammatory conditions. 
Consistent with this, mice expressing transgenic CCL27 in 
the skin show enhanced chronic contact hypersensitivity 
induced by FITC that preferentially induces Th2 (T helper cell 
type 2) response but not by oxazolone that preferentially 
induces the Th1 response (Kagami et al., 2008). In addition, 
in the keratin-14 promoter-driven IL-4 transgenic mouse 
model of atopic dermatitis that is characterized by the early 
upregulation of Th2 cytokines and late surge of Th1 cytokines, 
subcutaneous injection of anti-CCL27 antibodies at the early 
stage reduced inflammation (Chen et al., 2006). However, in 
a systematic study of roles of ligands for CCR10 vs CCR4 in 
mouse models of DNFB-(preferentially Tc1 mediated), oxa-
zolone-(Th1), or trimellitic acid anhydride-(Th2) induced con-
tact hypersensitivity, combination antibody therapy to ligands 
of both CCR4 and CCR10 resulted in a greater reduction of 
the inflammatory response than the treatments targeting 
either one, supporting redundant roles of the two receptors 
(Mirshahpanah et al., 2008). Moreover, co-transferred 
CCR10-sufficent and CCR10-deficient CD4＋ T cells migrate 
at similar efficiencies into the DNFB-treated skin of recipient 
mice, providing direct evidence that CCR10 is not critical for 
the T cell infiltration into the skin during the local inflammation 
(Tubo et al., 2011). Therefore, functional importance and 
mechanisms of CCR10 in the skin T cell response are still not 
fully understood. 

CCR10 could be expressed by other immune cells for their 
migration and location in the skin. One recent report found 
that blood-originated plasmacytoid dendritic (pDCs) cells 
might be instructed to upregulate CCR10 and/or CCR6 when 
activated in lymphoid tissues draining inflamed epithelia, 
allowing their homing into the inflamed epithelia such as 
mucosa and skin (Sisirak et al., 2011). However, it was not 
tested what is function of CCR10 on these cells. 

ROLES OF CCR10/LIGANDS IN REGULATION OF 
INTESTINAL IGA RESPONSE AT MUCOSAL SITES 

Considering that all IgA＋ plasma cells express CCR10, it has 
long been suggested that CCR10 is involved in the IgA re-
sponses in mucosal tissues. Consistent with this notion, in-
testinal, but not systemic, immunization in human subjects 
efficiently generated CCR10＋  antigen-specific IgA＋  cells 
(Sundström et al., 2008). Intranasal or intravaginal, but not 
subcutaneous, immunization generates specific IgA-ASC 
homing to the uteri of vaccinated mice (Cha et al., 2011). 
IgA-ASC in the uteri of vaccinated mice were reduced dras-
tically by the treatment with neutralizing anti-CCL28 antibod-
ies, indicating a critical role of CCL28 in mediating recruit-
ment of these cells into the uterus. Interestingly, systemic 
immunization together with CCL27 or CCL28 as adjuvants 
elicits greater antigen-specific IgA antibody secretion into the 
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mucosa such as bronchoalveolar lavage fluids and feces 
(Kraynyak et al., 2010; Rainone et al., 2011), suggesting the 
usefulness of CCL27 and CCL28 in enhancing mucosal IgA 
response of vaccines. CCR10/ligands are also important in 
controlling the recruitment of IgA-ASC in lactating mammary 
glands and therefore the IgA antibody transfer to the neonate 
(Wilson and Butcher, 2004; Morteau et al., 2008). 

In spite of the abundant evidence implicating CCR10 in the 
IgA response at multiple mucosal sites, its role in the intesti-
nal IgA response is not clear until recently. One earlier study 
reported that the treatment with neutralizing anti-CCL28 an-
tibodies impaired intestinal IgA production in response to oral 
immunization of cholera toxin in a mouse model (Hieshima et 
al., 2004). However, the anti-CCL28 antibody treatment did 
not have any effect on the IgA response to intestinal rotavirus 
infection (Feng et al., 2006). On the other hand, the antibody 
blockage of CCL28 in CCR9-knockout mice reduced fecal 
production of the rotavirus-specific IgA antibodies compared 
to either anti-CCL28 blockage or CCR9 knockout alone, 
suggesting that CCR9 and CCR10 function redundantly in 
regulating the intestinal IgA response. Furthermore, there 
was no defect in the homeostatic IgA production in intestines 
of CCR10-knockout mice (Morteau et al., 2008). These 
studies suggest that CCR10/ligands are not critically required 
for normal levels of IgA responses to either commensal bac-
teria or pathogen infection, likely due to compensatory 
mechanisms. However, the CCR10-deficient IgA＋ cells are 
defective in migration towards CCL28 in an in vitro migration 
assay, suggesting that no other chemokine receptors could 
substitute for absence of CCR10 in migration towards CCL28 
attraction. In addition, expression patterns of CCR9 and 
CCR10 and their ligands in intestines were significantly dif-
ferent. Particularly, while CCR10 remains expressed on all 
mature IgA-ASC in the intestine, CCR9 is downregu-
lated/non-functional on them (Bowman et al., 2002; Kunkel et 
al., 2003; Pabst et al., 2004; Mei et al., 2009). In addition, 
CCL28 is expressed in both small and large intestines while 
the ligand for CCR9, CCL25, is predominantly expressed in 
small intestines (Pan et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2000; Bowman 
et al., 2002; Kunkel et al., 2003; Pabst et al., 2004; Mei et al., 
2009). 

Using an in vivo migration assay, we found that 
CCR10-deficient IgA＋ plasma cells are defective in migration 
into both small and large intestines (Hu et al., 2011). There-
fore, the apparently normal IgA level in CCR10-knockout 
mice is due to a compensation mechanism other than func-
tional redundancy of any other homing receptor with CCR10. 
The CCR10-knockout mice have enhanced generation of IgA＋ 
cells in increased numbers of isolated lymphoid follicles (ILF) 
in intestines (Hu et al., 2011). ILF are the dynamic B cell-rich 
follicles known to support generation of IgA＋ cells in re-
sponse to stimulation from commensal bacteria (Lorenz et al., 
2003; McDonald and Newberry, 2007). The increased gen-
eration of IgA-ASC in ILFs likely compensates for the defec-

tive intestinal migration and/or maintenance of the 
CCR10-deficient IgA＋ cells to provide the sufficient IgA pro-
duction. However, the compensatorily generated IgA＋ cells 
have reduced hypermutation in immunoglobulin heavy chains 
of IgA antibodies, indicating that they are qualitatively differ-
ent from those of wild type mice and might have the impaired 
capacity to control intestinal homeostasis of commensal 
bacteria (Hu et al., 2011). Supporting this, the CCR10- 
knockout mice have increased commensal bacteria in the 
colon. 

CCR10-knockout mice could also mount an efficient IgA 
response to pathogenic bacteria citrobacter infection al-
though the response is slightly slower than that in wild type 
mice. However, the long-term maintenance of citrobac-
ter-specific IgA-producing plasma cells is profoundly impaired 
in CCR10-knockout mice (Hu et al., 2011). In addition, there 
was almost no memory IgA response to citrobacter 
re-infection in CCR10-knockout mice. While mechanisms 
underlying the impaired intestinal IgA memory response are 
not fully understood, impaired maintenance of a subset of 
CCR10＋ citrobacter-specific IgA＋ memory B cells in intes-
tines of CCR10-knockout mice might be involved. These 
studies establish that CCR10 plays an important role in intes-
tinal migration and/or maintenance of the IgA-producing 
plasma and memory B cells. 

INVOLVEMENT OF CCR10/LIGANDS IN REGULA- 
TION OF IMMUNE CELL REACTION OTHER THAN  
IGA RESPONSE AT MUCOSAL SITES 

CCR10/ligands are also involved in regulation of immune 
cells other than the IgA-ASC at mucosal sites. In the lung, 
levels of CCL28 expression are increased in mice sensitized 
and rechallenged with cockroach antigen, which induces 
pulmonary inflammation (John et al., 2005). The airway in-
flammation was reduced 24 hours after the treatment with 
anti-CCL28 sera. The reduced inflammation was associated 
with reduced peribronchial eosinophilia, suggesting that 
CCL28 plays an important role in mediating recruitment of 
eosinophils to peribronchial regions of the lung in this model. 
Interestingly, the CCL28-mediated eosinophil recruitment is 
not dependent on CCR10. Instead, the eosinophil-expressed 
CCR3, another chemokine receptor for CCL28, might be 
important. The upregulation of CCL28 in epithelia of inflamed 
lungs was also found in the airway inflammation model in-
duced by challenge with ovalbumin (English et al., 2006). 
Different from the first model, the inflammation was accom-
panied by increased detection of cells expressing CCR10 in 
airways (English et al., 2006). In a mouse model of Sendai 
virus-induced chronic lung disease, cross-linking IgE recep-
tors on pulmonary dendritic cells resulted in the increased 
production of CCL28, which might be involved in recruitment 
of IL-13-producing CD4＋ T cells to the lung (Grayson et al., 
2007). Antibody blockade of CCL28 inhibits the virus-induced 
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mucous cell metaplasia in the lung, suggesting CCL28 as an 
important molecule linking the antiviral response to an allergic 
Th2 response. It has also been suggested that the 
CCL28-induced recruitment of IgE＋ antibody-secreting cells 
contributes to the airway inflammation based on a human 
cellular line study (Scanlon et al., 2011) but whether this is 
the case in vivo is not clear. The role of CCR10 in this proc-
ess is not clear either. 

ROLES OF CCR10/LIGANDS IN DEVELOPMENT OF 
SKIN-RESIDENT γδ T CELLS 

In mice, the fetal thymus-originated Vγ3＋ epidermis-resident 
sIELs play an important role in protection of the skin against 
tumors (Girardi et al., 2001), regulation of local inflammatory 
responses (Girardi et al., 2002), and promotion of wound 
healing (Jameson et al., 2002), among others. The expres-
sion of CCR10 on the fetal thymic Vγ3＋ sIEL precursors 
suggests its role in directing their migration into the skin. 
However, an earlier report found no apparent sIEL defect in 
adult CCR10-knockout mice (Jiang et al., 2010). Using the 
CCR10-knockout/EGFP-knockin mice, we found that while 
the fetal thymic Vγ3＋ sIEL precursors expressed high levels 
of CCR10, they downregulated CCR10 after seeding in the 
skin and expanding, suggesting that CCR10 is preferentially 
involved in migration of the Vγ3＋ γδ T cells but not their ex-
pansion in(to) the skin, which is mediated by cyto-
kine/receptors such as IL-15 and CD122 (Kawai et al., 1998; 
De Creus et al., 2002). Indeed, the CCR10-deficient fetal 
thymic Vγ3＋ sIEL precursors are impaired in migration into 
the fetal skin, resulting in reduced numbers of sIELs in the 
newborn mice (Jin et al., 2010b). However, the impaired mi-
gration of the Vγ3＋ sIEL precursors is partially compensated 
for by their expansion in the skin with increased ages of mice. 
Therefore, given time, the fewer CCR10-deficient sIEL pre-
cursors that made it to the skin could expand efficiently to 
reach the level of the wild type mice. The CCR10-knockout 
Vγ3＋ γδ T cells also have improper morphology and altered 
epidermal vs dermal distribution within the skin of adult mice 
(Jin et al., 2010b). While mechanisms of the altered mor-
phology and distribution of Vγ3＋ cells in the skin are not clear, 
they are likely associated with the regulated expression of 
CCR10 and other chemokine receptors. In the skin, while 
sIELs downregulate CCR10, they upregulate the expression 
of other chemokine receptors important for their maintenance 
in the skin such as CCR4, whose ligands CCL17 and CCL22 
are highly expressed in the skin (Jiang et al., 2010). How the 
regulated downregulation of CCR10 on sIELs is involved in 
their proper maintenance in the skin is an interesting ques-
tion. 

Up to now, how expression of CCR10 affects migration 
and maintenance of the other thymic γδ and NK T cell sub-
sets during their development is not clear. The expression 
patterns of CCR10 and other homing molecules on these 

cells are consistent with the fact that many of these 
non-conventional T cells preferentially localize into epithelial 
tissues and support the hypothesis that peripheral location 
and functions of these cells are pre-programmed in the thy-
mus during their development processes (Tilloy et al., 1999; 
Hayday, 2000; Treiner et al., 2003; Yamagata et al., 2004; 
Staton et al., 2006; Jensen et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2010b). 

CCL28 as an antimicrobial protein 

Besides serving as a ligand for chemokine receptors CCR10 
and CCR3, both human and mouse CCL28 were found to 
have broad-spectrum antimicrobial activities against various 
microorganisms such as Candida albicans, Gram-negative 
and -positive bacterial pathogens, and anaerobic periodontal 
pathogens Porphyromonas gingivalis and Actinobacillus ac-
tinomycetemcomitans (Hieshima et al., 2003; Watkins et al., 
2007). The antimicrobial activity of CCL28 was reported to 
reside in its C-terminal region, which has a significant se-
quence similarity to histatin-5, a candidacidal peptide found in 
human saliva. It was also demonstrated that in the mouse 
CCL28, the C-terminal region containing a group of 
highly-charged amino acids is essential for its antimicrobial 
activity (Liu and Wilson, 2010). Like many other antimicrobial 
proteins, CCL28 exerted its antimicrobial activity in low-salt 
conditions of body fluids by disrupting the membrane integrity 
of target microbes (Hieshima et al., 2003). Consistent with its 
role in the antimicrobial activity, high levels of CCL28 are 
secreted by lactating mammary glands into milks and salivary 
glands into saliva. On the other hand, CCL27 does not have 
any notable antimicrobial activity. 

REGULATION OF EXPRESSION OF CCR10 AND ITS 
LIGANDS CCL27 AND CCL28 

Regulation of the CCR10 expression has been studied on 
thymic γδ T cells during their developmental processes and 
conventional αβ T cells during their activation in epithelial 
tissue inflammation. In a study to assess how the TCR sig-
naling is involved in expression of CCR10 in fetal thymic γδ T 
cells using two Vγ2＋ γδ TCR transgenic mice (Dent et al., 
1990; Ishida et al., 1990; Ito et al., 1990), we found that the 
fetal thymic transgenic γδT cells upregulate the CCR10 ex-
pression only in mice with high expression of ligands for the 
transgenic γδ TCRs, suggesting that a strong γδ TCR signal 
is required for induction of CCR10 expression in fetal thymic 
γδ T cells (Jin et al., 2010a). Interestingly, the high-affinity 
TCR/ligand interaction induced apoptosis (negative selection) 
of adult thymic T cells (Dent et al., 1990), suggesting that the 
fetal thymic γδ T cells are programmed to upregulate CCR10 
in response to the high-affinity TCR selection. Supporting this, 
the fetal thymic transgenic γδ T cells had an “OPEN” CCR10 
locus with a transcription-permissive configuration even be-
fore they express CCR10 (Jin et al., 2010a). 
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While the transgenic γδ T cell study provides strong evi-
dence for requirement of TCR signals in upregulation of 
CCR10 on developing fetal thymic γδ T cells, it is still not 
clear what induces the CCR10 expression on the fetal thymic 
skin-bound Vγ3＋ cells since the ligand for Vγ3 TCR is not 
known. In FVB (Taconic) mice in which the fetal thymic Vγ3＋ 

T cells could not undergo a positive selection due to mutation 
of Skint1 gene (Boyden et al., 2008), they still upregulate the 
CCR10 expression but differentiate into a different population 
with a homing molecule expression pattern similar to that of 
Vγ3-negative γδ T cells and producing IL-17 (Jin et al., 2010a; 
Turchinovich and Hayday, 2011). 

Except for the TCR signal, no other molecules are known 
to induce CCR10 on developing thymic T cells. It is not 
known either how the regulated expression of CCR10 is 
achieved in tissue-resident T cells of the skin or mucosa. Like 
upregulation of CCR10 in the positively selected fetal thymic 
Vγ3＋ sIEL precursors, its downregulation in Vγ3＋ sIELs is 
also programmed. Although remaining to be addressed, this 
downregulation is not due to a negative feedback mechanism 
associated with the CCR10/ligand interaction in the skin (Jin 
et al., 2010b). Instead, it might be a process associated with 
the intrinsic property and expansion, maintenance and func-
tion of sIELs in the skin. 

In an in vitro study, 1,25-dihydroxy-vitamin D3 
[1,25(OH)2D3], the active form of vitamin D, has been found to 
enhance expression of CCR10 on human T cells isolated 
from blood (Sigmundsdottir et al., 2007). Interestingly, the 
dendritic cells isolated from skin-associated lymphoid tissues 
are found to express high levels of enzymes required for 
generation of 1,25(OH)2D3 from inactive forms of Vitamin D 
(Sigmundsdottir et al., 2007). 1,25(OH)2D3 also suppresses 
the retinoid acid-induced expression of gut-homing molecules 
CCR9 and integrin α4β7 on the in vitro activated T cells. On 
the other hand, retinoid acid enhanced the 1,25(OH)2D3- 
induced upregulation of CCR10 (Sigmundsdottir et al., 2007). 
These findings are suggested to support the notion that an-
tigen-presenting cells of specific tissues imprint T cells to 
acquire homing properties towards the tissues where the 
antigen-presenting cells originate. However, considering that 
the CCR10 ligands are expressed in both skin and mucosal 
tissues, how the 1,25(OH)2D3-induced upregulation of 
CCR10 on T cells is associated with their specific epithelial 
tissue locations in vivo needs further studies. 

The upregulation of CCR10 could also be induced on 
human IgA＋ cells in vitro differentiated from naive B cells by 
retinoid acids and/or 1,25(OH)2D3 (Shirakawa et al., 2008). 
The induction of CCR10 on the human B cells is not neces-
sarily associated with the IgA isotype switch, suggesting that 
upregulation of CCR10 and IgA isotype switch could be in-
duced by distinctive signal pathways although the two events 
are usually associated in vivo. Notably, 1,25(OH)2D3 does not 
induce CCR10 expression on murine T and B cells in vitro, 
putatively due to absence of any vitamin D response element 

in the promoter region of murine CCR10 gene (Sigmundsdot-
tir et al., 2007; Shirakawa et al., 2008). How the CCR10 ex-
pression is induced on activated T and B cells in vivo during 
the skin and mucosal immune responses are not known. 

Correlating with the induced upregulation of CCR10 on 
skin- or gut-homing T and IgA＋ plasma cells for their in-
volvement in immune activation in the local tissues, the skin 
or intestinal inflammation upregulates its ligands (Homey et 
al., 2002). In vitro, the upregulation of CCL27 could be in-
duced on normal human keratinocytes by pro-inflammatory 
cytokines tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and interleukin-1β 
(IL-1β) but suppressed by treatment with an 
anti-inflammatory drug, glucocorticosteroid clobetasol propi-
onate (Morales et al., 1999; Homey et al., 2002). Inhibiting 
activation of NF-κB or p38 mitogen-activated protein (MAP) 
kinase and their downstream pathways reduced the inflam-
matory cytokine-induced CCL27 expression, suggesting that 
both p38 MAPK and NF-κB signaling pathways are involved 
in the upregulation of CCL27 (Vestergaard et al., 2005; Riis et 
al., 2011b). The lipid mediator leukotriene B4 enhances the 
TNF-α-induced CCL27 expression in human keratinocytes 
while prostaglandin E2 suppresses it through modulating the 
NF-κB pathway. 

Regulation of CCL28 was also studied in association with 
tissue inflammation. Although CCL28 is not highly expressed 
in the normal skin, it is upregulated in the skin of patients with 
psoriasis and atopic dermatitis (Wang et al., 2000; Kagami et 
al., 2005). Like CCL27, upregulation of CCL28 in human 
keratinocytes could be induced by IL-1β and TNF-α (Kagami 
et al., 2006). However, the downstream signal pathways 
regulating the CCL28 expression in keratinocytes might be 
different from those for CCL27. The CCL28 production was 
downregulated by inhibitors of extracellular signal-regulated 
kinase and NF-κB but not by inhibitors of p38 MAP kinase 
(Kagami et al., 2006). The upregulation of CCL28 is also 
observed in inflamed mucosal tissues, such as colons 
(Ogawa et al., 2004), duodenal mucosa (Maeda et al., 2011), 
ileum of Cohn’s disease patients, lungs (John et al., 2005; 
Scanlon et al., 2011), and liver bile ducts (Eksteen et al., 
2006). In a study of the CCL28 regulation in human colon 
epithelial cells, pro-inflammatory stimuli such as IL-1 and 
bacterial flagellin significantly upregulate CCL28 expression 
and the IL-1- or flagellin-stimulated CCL28 upregulation was 
synergistically increased by pretreatment with the short-chain 
fatty acid n-butyrate through modulation of the NF-κB signal 
pathway (Ogawa et al., 2004). In a study of the CCL28 
upregulation in bile ducts, it was found that CCL28 was se-
creted by cholangiocytes (the epithelial cells of the bile duct) 
in response to LPS, IL-1β, or bile acids (Eksteen et al., 2006). 
The enhanced levels of CCL28 could also be induced on 
human airway cells in vitro by IL-17A, another cytokine pri-
marily involved in the inflammation. Treatments that reduced 
inflammation in ileum of Crohn’s disease patients reduced the 
CCL28 expression, confirming that the CCL28 upregulation is 
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induced by the tissue inflammation in vivo. 

INVOLVEMENT OF CCR10 AND ITS LIGANDS IN 
TUMOR PROGRESSION 

CCR10 and its ligands are expressed on various epithe-
lia-homing or -originated cancer cells and might play an im-
portant role in their specific tissue location, survival and me-
tastasis. Skin lesions of adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma 
(ATLL) contained transcripts of CCR10 and its ligands CCL27 
and CCL28, suggesting that CCR10/ligands play a role in the 
ATLL invasion into the skin. Consistent with this, cutaneous 
T-cell lymphoma such as mycosis fungoides has extensive 
expression of CCR10 (Notohamiprodjo et al., 2005; Fujita et 
al., 2006). Human malignant melanoma, a type of skin cancer 
of melanocytes, also has a high level of CCR10 expression 
that is associated with a lower survival rate and shorter time 
to progression (Müller et al., 2001; Kuhnelt-Leddihn et al., 
2012). The CCR10 expression on melanoma cancer cells 
might promote their progression and immune escape (Si-
monetti et al., 2006). In mouse experiments, ectopically ex-
pressed CCR10 on melanoma cell lines increased their sur-
vival through engagement with locally produced CCL27, al-
lowing the melanoma cells to escape host immune antitumor 
killing mechanisms, possibly by increasing the expression of 
anti-apoptotic molecules such as BCL-2 (Murakami et al., 
2003). In squamous cell carcinoma, over-expression of 
CCR10 and CCL27 was associated with the tumor progres-
sion (Kai et al., 2011). Intriguingly, it was reported that some 
human keratinocyte-derived skin tumors might downregulate 
the expression of CCL27 to prevent attraction of the T 
cell-mediated antitumor immunity (Pivarcsi et al., 2007). On 
the other hand, ovarian cancer cells under hypoxia conditions 
upregulate expression of CCL28 to promote recruitment of 
CCR10-expressing regulatory T (Treg) cells for the tumor 
tolerance and angiogenesis (Facciabene et al., 2011). 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

While CCR10 is found involved in many aspects of the 
epithelial immunity, mechanisms underlying its expression in 
vivo are still poorly understood. Particularly, while several 
subsets of innate-like lymphocytes generated in the thymus 
are programmed to express CCR10 that might be important 
for their preferential epithelial localization, extracellular stimuli 
and intracellular signal pathways responsible for the pro-
grammed expression of CCR10 are unknown. Considering 
that those innate-like lymphocytes are preferentially gener-
ated in the fetal and neonatal stages, this likely involves 
unique intrinsic properties of fetal hematopoietic progenitor 
cells, which are known to have different developmental po-
tentials than adult hematopoietic progenitors. During the 
functional phases in which T cells are recruited into the skin in 
response to the local inflammation, it is not clear when and 

where CCR10 is upregulated on various subsets of T cells. 
Furthermore, molecular events required for the CCR10 ex-
pression on T cells at the different functional phases (acti-
vating, resolving and memory) of T cell responses in the skin 
are essentially unknown. Similarly, how CCR10 is upregu-
lated and maintained on the mucosal IgA-producing cells in 
vivo is unclear either. 

Relating with the regulation of CCR10 expression, in vivo 
functions of CCR10 in various subsets of T cells at different 
phases of immune responses in epithelial tissues such as the 
skin will be important questions. Past reports on the roles of 
CCR10 in different skin inflammation diseases seem incon-
sistent in some cases. Likely, this might reflect the diverse 
functions of CCR10/ligands on different T cell subsets at 
different stages of their actions. Considering that CCR10 is 
expressed by different immune cell subsets, how CCR10/ 
ligands coordinate various immune cells in epithelial tissue 
immune responses will be another important question. 
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